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'Pack Schedule Offers Challenge
By PETE KENDALL
Don't let Rudy Feldman sell
you a bucket of sour grapes for
this year. He does, of course, lead
off with Army at West Point, then
catches Kansas and the University
of Texas at El Paso along the way.
"But," says Feldman, "AI I tell
my kids is we might be in the Top
'fen in the country after our first
three ball games."
Kids? Yes, Virginia, the Lo bos
are loaded with them this year,
and only a brief offensive stir
against the Alums in the Spring
game got the varsity a marginal
win.
Feldman will be counting on 11
lettermen, among them Dave
Bookert, Sam Scarber and Greg
Sargovetz on offense, and Rodney
Wallace, Jerry Buckner and Willie
Shaw on defense.
The sophs are more impressive,
even if in sheer numbers-some 42
out for spring ball. The best of the
lot could be 6-1, 210 pound
defensive end Harry Price, a West
Texan from Iowa Park. On the
other terminal will be an
Albuquerque product Mike Buck
with soph Rick Ferguson and
Wallace at the inside defensive
spots.
Ross at 'Backer
Freshman backfield sensation
Houston Ross will be tried at a
linebacker post. The open
backfield spot is up for grabs.
Among those in the running are

The pass receiving? Feldman
much competition at tailback in
will
tell you it's weak. But one
Feldman's version of the Texas
Wishbone·T offense. At fullback, deep at split end, the 5·8 McBee is
Pat Gallagher will run a out running all comers-especially
not·too·distant second to Scarber. his own defensive backs.
The best of the green offensive
Receiving Spotty
linemen is Brad Bramer. He could
The quarterback job is up for
paly either a guard or a tackle.
And besides senior Sargovetz, grabs. It belongs either to red-shirt
letterman Julius Koziol and juco Fmnk Gorman or soph Larry
transfers Henry Noe and Dave Korpitz. Both had their hot and
cold days last spring but Feldman
Grantham add depth.
The defensive backfield will be hopes one comes to the front the
adequate but only so far as the first week of fall work.
Certainly the Lobos have
first string. Willie Shaw is the
proven man and he has a corner no-where to go but up after a
staked out, Opposite him will be . miserable 0·10, 1968 season. And
Rocky Long,· a California not even a hefty stock of "New
sophomore ex-quarterback who Look Lobo Football" bumper
may see some duty at his old spot stickers figure to give Rudy, in his
before the year is over. At the second year, much more than a
2·8.
deep spots are Bob Gaines, weak
To some spectators, even that
safety, and, hopefully, a healthy
Kenny Ross at strong safety. Ross consolation will be marked as
was injured in early spring work generous.
and must make up ground lost to,
you guessed it, another couple of t;I:=~RENT-A-TV=~
sophomores.
$1.00 per day
Feldman smiles when he dreams
of his kicking game. Here,
Color Reasonable
Plainview, Tex., so ph Tommy
Weekly Rates-Lower by the
Month
McBee is the best punter the
Lobos have had in years. And
Free Pick Up
Rudy has the United Nations out
Free Service
for place-kicking duties-an
Indian, a Swede, a Vietnamese
No Deposit
STILL REBUILDING: Lobo football coach Rudy Feldman has only 11 and, would you believe, a
Open 7 Days a Weeklettermen and some 42 sophomores, but will be attempting to improve full-blooded Los Alamos
American. The Indian, Glen
24- Hours a Day
last year's 0·10 Lobo season record.
Threestars, and the Los Alamos
Buck's TV Rentals
junior c~llege transfer Howard Jal soph Steve Fuller.
product, Joe Hartshorne, seem to
268-4589
Ware, veteran Phil Franczyk and
Bookert doesn't figure to have have the edge right now.

~~~~.~::-~a~~.,~..~p~u~.s~•~a-~r~i~e~f~s~~~,
FUND RAISING
The Committee for the Defense
of the University will hold a
fund-raising party tonight from
7:30 to 10 p.m. at 3401 Mars Rd.

NE. Funds will be for the defense
of Hobbs Junior College English
instructor David Oliphant to be
defended by the New Mexico Civil
Liberties Union.

NEW COURSE
The UNM speech department
will offer a new course this fall.
The course, "Controversy in
Contemporary Discourse," is a
new kind of undergraduate course
for the department, said Dr. M.J.
VanGraber.
"It is not a performance
course," she said. "The students
won't be giving any speeches. It is
a today course; it concerns itself
with · the agitative rhetoric of
black power and the American
Negro Party, the maintenance
rhetoric of the establishment and
the folk rhetoric of music and
films."

Dr. VanGraber indicated the
latter part of the course will be
devoted to hearing campus
speakers-any campus
speakers-who have something to
say or have an axe to grind and
need a public forum.

EXHIBITION SET

Summer Lobo
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

An exhibition of 40 bronze
sculptures and 20 drawings by
Gaston Lachaise will be shown
Sept. 15 through Oct. 13 at the
RATES: $1.00 for the :first five
UNM Art. Museum.
lines, lOf per additional line.
The exhibition traces the artists
career from his first work,
DEADLINE: Noon Tuesday
executed between 1908 and 1910,
TERMS: Cash
to his great expressionist works of
1920's and 1930's.
Being exhibited for the first
time since 1913 is a small work, 1;;;)==P=E_•-::R::::S::=O::-N::CA:-L:,::S'===::--::::-"Nude with Coat," which was SUMMER
SCHOOL STUDENTS-Playboy,_ Time. Newsweek; man~ othl!rs at
Lachaise's entry in the famed
special student discount. See American
Armory Show in New York that
Bank or C-ommerce in SUB.
NEED RIDERS to share expenses to Los
year.
Angeles area. at close or summer session.
The exhibition has been shown
Will Tetum in 2 or 3 weeks. '65 Lincoln
Continental convertible;. Cr.ll !W2-9210.
in 14 other museums, starting
DO
YOU BITE your nails? Would you like
with the San Francisco Museum
to stup 1 A limited number of people arc
of Art in the fall of 1967. Other
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under tlJe auspices of UNM
shows have included those at the
2)

BRING THE CAMPUS

To YOUR

MAILBOX
Subscribe to the paper 15,000 stu·
dents read. You can have it ~ent
to your !tome five day5 a week
during the academic year for just
$7.00, The Lobo, printed on cam·
pus, will bring you bright, first·
hand reports of academic, polit·
ical, social, and athletic events rc·
lated tu The University, Your
University.·
Student Publications
UNM P.~. Bo>< 20

Urliversityo£ New Mexico
Albuquerque, N.M. 8710G

Note: The Mirage is available through thl~ office too.
The Yearbook has been placed tin a subscription basis
and sells for .~o.oo.

5)

UNM is the state university most in need of structural reform to clarify
and strengthen lines of administrative authority according to a report
submitted last Friday to the legislative committee investigating the state's
universities.
The report was prepru:ed by W.B. O'Donnell, a state representative from
Dona Ana county, a delegate to the New Mexico State Constitutional
Convention, and a former vice-president at New Mexico State University.
O'Donnell presented the report to the committee saying the
recommendations included in the document were based on a "pool of
opinion" gathered at UNM, personal experience, and criteria set down by the
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Report
Recommendations in the report were:
-The Boru:d of Regents should reconsider the whole subject of its
delegation of powers and authority;
-Faculty government should be modified to provide for a representative
senate;
-Under present structure, the practice of holding ad hoc faculty meetings
should be stopped;
-All academic administrators should be involved in the selection of the
department chairmen;

LOST & FOUND

TWO 35 mm cameras, $15 each. Tower S
movie camera, $5.00. Contact Steve Part,
Lobo Office 277...1202:::c·----.,.,..,-li0Nun. vMUl-90 cc, good condition, 7
mo. uld. With helmclr-all $150. Call 247·
8179.
NEW COLEMAN STOVE: Two-burner,
lightweight, ideal for camping. Cost $15,
never· used, to give away for $9.. Phone
242-4773.
ANCIENT LEGAL DOCUMENTS, 300 to
400 years old. Suituble !or Imming. Reasonably priced. Cnll Mrn. Enders, 2985074.
1967 DATSUN, 4-dr, 18,200 mi. AM-FM
Radio. $12GO. 299·4192.
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES from
leefloe--Tbe borne of the extra large
Malamutes.
Terms.
Stud
service.
298·6112.
ELECTRIC WASHEU & DRYEU: Sears
Kenmore 70 Wlll!her w/oclf-<:leaning Iii·
ter, 2% yearS old. Settings: nonna.l,
wash & wear, <Iclieate: live temperature
controls. List $229. Sears LndY Kenmore
800 dryer. with uaort heat. 11 2% yenrs
old. List $20!).U5. Terrific combination,
$260.
SOI•'A S,LEEPER• Cl!U!I!ie linos, neutral
eoverin~. foam rubbor. r.ike new. $150.
POWElt MOWER: Craftsman reel mower,
18 in .. cut, ~asoline powered, 2 years old.
Llat $130. Service contract to At>rillD70.
$65.
J\'lffiUOR: . fl<oveled plate glnM mirtor,
bn~kcd, 3G" x 60u, $30. Jt*tnnk L~ DeweY,
_. Ollice plmne 277'"!1R43, liornc 256:0318.

6)

O'Donnell Report

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Burros

sunDRY

EMPLOYMENT

TEACI!F;RS WANTED. Solltlnvest, entire
Wwt & Altwkn. Goocl salaries. SOtlth•
west '.t'eneheta Ar:ency, 1803 Central NJ<J.
l'boM 242-M4u.
.

SfRVICfS

,..+

-'!'he duties of each academic
the
vice
administrator and
president for student affairs
should be developed in detail and
published for all hands;
-'!'here should be a periodic
review of the services of the
department chairmen;
-'!'he procedures for selection
of incoming faculty should be
tightened;
There should be a required
probation period of a satisfactory
length prior to any new faculty
member receiving tenure status;

l

CANTERBURY CHAPE~
Yi-..---1
448 Ash N.E.
+J

Sunday Services
lO:OOA.M.•
5:00P.M.

University Church
of Christ

114 Girard N.E.

242-5794

265-4312
Wed. 9:00 p.m:
Sun. 7:30 p.m.

Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 a.m.-6:00p.m.

ii~eflirat

ltnitd)

~... r'ralb~cl'ian
l} 1
lhurch
?. !
il

t

Christian Student
Center

University at Gold, S.E.

Worship Service 9,30

College Supper Club
to be announced i~
church bulletin
..
Nutdery AVailable

a23 CoppDr Avo. NE ot locu5t NE

The

:

College and Career Dept.
of First Baptist Church
lnvlles you to
Visit Us This Summer

"

'

Bible St1,1dy Sunday 9,30 a.rn.
Worship Ser-vices Sun. 11

Youth Center
123 BrOQdw<;>y

a.m., 7 p.rn.
Sanctuary

se

UNM Hearings

W.
B. O'Donnell, above,
recently submitted a report on
New Mexico's higher institutions.

U Target of Report, Committee

burgers

FOR SALE

The above action took place last week in Yale
Park, which was one of the subjects mentioned.in
O'Donnells report.

Yale Park

Chili-

LOST: CHOCOLATE POINT SIAMESE
neutered male vicinity 3000 block Silver
SE. Itcwanl. Contact M. J. Kotona, Humanitie~ Dept. in Library. Phone 2774241, Ext. 49,

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

1830 Lomas N.E.

Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for appointment.

No. 1

·----------------------------------~·~--------------------------------------

Drive-Thru
Restaurant

OPEN
I 0 A.M.
DAILY

L
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Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Washington, the Baltimore
Museum of Art, Walker Art
Center and Felix Landau Gallery
in Los Angeles.

j
I

101 Broadway NE
>;
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Duties Enlarged
-'!'he duties of the dean of the
graduate
school sh?uld
be
enlarged, and made prec1se;
-'!'he chapter of the Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS)
should be denied approval as a
campus organization;
-Steps should be taken to
control who may have access to
the Union; and
-The City of Albuquerque
should so cotltrol Yale Park that
the occupants of the park, and
their activities, do not reflec_t on
the University.
The report included a review of
each of the state's universities and
a list of recommendations aimed
at maintaining, and in UNM's
case, restoring authority to the
(Continued on page 7)
1

Committee Hearing_
The denizens of Yale Park, the presence of non-students in the Union, and
"known troublemakers" enrolled at UNM were prime topics of discussion at
last Friday's meeting of the legislative committee investigating the state's
universities.
The committee, meeting in the State Capitol Building in Santa Fe, also
heard lengthy testimony from Bernalillo County District Attorney
Alexander Sceresse who said his agents had warned him of disruptive tactics
being planned by students during the "Love Lust Poem" controversy last
spring.
"U Must Take Steps"
Sen. I.M. Smalley, chairman of the investigating committee, warned the
University that unless it took steps to keep non-student undesirables out of
the Union, laws might be passed to accomplish this end.
Although UNM Administrative Vice President Sherman Smith emphasized
to the committee that the people who frequented Yale Park were not UNM
students, committee member Sen. George T. Koran said they went tQ.the
Union for meals and stayed in the building during inclement weather.
Smith said, "We would have to screen everyone that went into the building
if we tried to keep the undesirables out. I'm not even sure we have the
authority to do this.''
Smalley answered, "Suppose

Report Shows Weaknesses

Constitutibn Test
Smith replied, "If you had a
measure that could stand the test
of. constitutionality, we would
have something to stand on."
Smith also said since Yale Park
procedural
of procedures and
rights which could have kept is a city park, it is outside the
legitimate jurisdiction of the University.
grievances
within
Sceresse suggested a joint effort
bounds:
In the closing paragraph of his by the University and the city in
report, Pickens states that the policing the area.
Associated
Students
Smalley also expressed cor .tern
Constitutional
Revision that Brian Gratton, a UNM
Committee had forwarded some student, had been admitted to the
"excellent suggestions" for a new University after being suspended
University structure.
from Denver University for
These suggestions include:
participating in a sit-in
- UNM government should be demonstration there two years
limited and constitutional and one ago.
which distributes decision making
He said there was a need for
power . to
the
segments more inter-university
appropriate to exercise such communication in admission of
power;
students who were "known
- The administration should troublemakers.'' at other
exercise
clearly
delegated institutions.
·
executive powers with legislative
Sceresse, in hi~ testimony to the
powers vested in the government
committee,
said his informants
of the students and faculty, each
had
told
him
of plans to disrupt
with certain delegated authority
telephone
lines
at the University,
and jointly exercising all residual
enter University President Ferrel
power; and
Institution
of
an Heady's home by force after a
all-University judicial system for mass meeting on the campus, and
resolution of conflicts along with even plans to burn down.,..the
(Continued on page 8)
a constitut;ional due process.

Cites Maior Factors in Campus Unrest
A special report on campus
disorders recently submitted to
Associated Students President
Ron Curry says "institutional
weakness" has been a major factor
in many campus disturbances
across the nation in the last four
years.
The
report, prepared by
graduate student Bill Pickens at
Curry's
request,
is entitled
"Report on Campus Disorders and
Institutional
.Reform"
and
includes a brief history of student
unrest in the United States, case
studies of student revolutions at
Berkeley and Columbia, and a list
of recommendations aimed at
establishihg a participatory form
o£ university government.
Weaknesses
Institutional
weulmess
is
described in the report as a ( 1)
Jack of all-University · law other
than a vague honor or standards
code · formulated
by
the
administration, ( 2) no equitable
ways for determining the guilt of
offenders, (3) an unimaginative,
status•co"nsci 0 tts
student

government
which
had
no
programs of reform or broad
financial support, ( 4) a prestigious
faculty whose moral authority
was great but who lacked
understanding, organization, and
determination,
and
(5)
an
administration so used to dealing
with these weak structures that it
had
become
hardened
and
skeptical.
Recommendations
Other recommendations in the
report include one that asserts
faculty members must assume
personal
and
political
responsibility
far . more
e11ergetically than in the past.
"These are the true leaders of
students
and
must
make
immedia.tl' and firm decisions
dming any crisis. Professional
responsibility to one's discipline
must be tempered by more
loyalty to the institution of
p1·uctice in that discipline," the
report said.
The report states that in
virtually every major · campus
upset since 1964, there was a lack

the state legislature did it for
you."
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The New Mexico lobo is published
doily every regular week of the Univer·
sity yeqr by the Boord of Stud&nt Publications of the Associated Studenh of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with· UNM. Printed
by th& UNM Printing Plant with second
class poMtoge paid of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate is $5
forth& academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The lobo or& those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion Is that
of the editorial board of The Lobe>.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico,

Editorials

Defa!nation of Character
It is difficult to control anger when
treating a subject matter as infuriating as the
legislative committee investigating the state's
universities. It is equally difficult to
understand what this committee is trying to
do to the reputation of the finest University
in the state.
For some motive that has no rational
basis, the committee, with the exception of
perhaps two members, seems bent on
smearing the University beyond repair and
publicizing its blatant attacks on UNM as
widely as possible. Much of what the
committee members say is steeped in
obvjs:.lus and completely incomprehensible
hatred for UNM.
These opportunistic politicans, to call
them invesitgators would be a misnomer,
leap at every chance to implicate UNM in
wrongdoing or impropriety. The testimony
upon which they have based their
that
of
investigation,
aside
from
Administrative Vice President Sherman
Smith, has been malicious hearsay from
reactionary elements of New Mexico
citizenry. The committee devoted nearly
two hours last Friday to testimony from a
Bernalillo County District Attorney who is
obviously miffed at not being able to
prosecute five students who were arrested in
connection with a sit-in at the home of
University President Ferrel Heady during the
"Lol{e Lust Poem" controversy last spring.
All one has to do to discover the real
purpose of the committee is to attend a
c·ommittee session and listen to the trivia
and petty remarks with which the
committee occupies itself.
· It seems strange that a group that has
r~peatedly expressed its desire to educate
the public as to what UNM is really all about
must occupy itself with petty accusations
and attempts to portray the University as an
"anything goes" institution.

The majority of the committee members
have undertaken their duties as investigators
witli pre-conceived notions of the University
and are not looking for the truth but rather
thriving on bits of unfounded information
that strengthen their beliefs.
The only course of action open to the
University in dealing with this assault upon
its character is a unified effort to preserve
what remains of its defamed integrity. We
must realize that with the introduction of
W.B. O'Donnell's insulting report to the
investigating committee, we are now forced
to fight for the continuing existence of our
University as a free and open institution.
There is neither time nor a place for
in-fighting and polarization within the
University community if we hope to emerge
from this investigation and subsequent
legislative action in one piece. If we do not
fiercely resist external suppression and
control, we will be dissected and put back
together in the model of a military institute.
We cannot tolerate internal sellouts or
compromises to state government or any
other outside body intent on structuring the
University so that administrative authority
goes unquestioned and the views of students
and faculty become irrelevant.
At present, no internal issue within the
University is tantamount to the issue of
outside suppression. No issue of educational
or structural reform can be pursued with
relevance or significance until we are assured
that we will be a!lowed to operate
autonomously without fear of reprisal.
The legislative investigating commitee and
W.B. O'Donnell have openly declared war on
UNM and we must answer that declaration
with an appropriate statement of intent to
resist their aggression. We refuse to recognize
the validity of the committee and we scoff
at O'Donnell's attempted rape of our
University.

Vietnam Moratorium Call
The followin·g is a Call for· a Vietnam
Moratorium,-· issued · by the Vietnam
Moratorium ·GOmmittee on June 30.
· Ending ·the. w~ ~ Vietnam is the most
important task facing the American. nation.
Over the last few years, millions of
Americans have c~p.aigned, .protested, and
demonstrated against the war. Few now
defend the war, yet it continues. Death and
destruclibh: are: tinaoatedj -bombs and fire
continue to devastate South Vietnam.
· Millions of dollars are_ spent on the war
while the urgent domestic problems of this
country remain unattended. Moreover, the
war has had a corrupting influence on every
aspect of American life, and much of the
national discontent can be traced to its
influence.
The discredited policies of the past which
hGI~ brought about this American tragedy
have not been changed. We follow the same
military advice .which has created a futile
and bloody conflict while we cling to the
same policies which have cap.sed the Paris

NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR

==r

-

negotiations
to
falter.
Thus it is necessary for all those who
desire peace to become active again and help
bring pressure to bear on the ·present
administration. We call for a periodic
moratorium on "business as usual" in order
that students, faculty members and
concerned citizens can devote time and
energy to the important work of taking the
issue of peace in Vietnam to the· larger
corilinunity.
If the war continues this fall and there is
no firm
commitment to American
withdrawal or a negotiated settlement on
Oct. 15, participating members of the
academic community will spend the entire
day organizing against the war and working
in the community to get others to join us in
an enlarged and lengthened moratorium in
November.
We call upon our universities to support
the moratorium and we commit ourselves to
organize this effort on our campus and in
our community. We ask others to join us.

Sarah Laidlaw
Don Burge
Stephen Part

SPORTS EDITOR

Charles Wood

STAFF WRITERS

Casey G:hurch, Carolyn Bcibb

STAFF
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Laird Proposes
Draft Revision

By GRANT HARVEY
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New budget
installment plans.

i
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This year, you con live ot THE COLLEGE INN
for as little as $465.00 per semester. Call, or
stop by and see me. I'll be happy to show
you around and give you the facts about a
variety of College Inn plans now
avai Iable ot new low rates.

~
I

...

louis Bourque, Resident Manager
I

The Ear Experience
The P.oetry of Rock-Richard Goldstein
(Bantam $1)
form
of
poetic
legitimate
expression, Since 1957, rock has
shifted in emphasis from mood to
meaning. Consider:
Sha dada da
Shada dada
Sha dada da
Sha dada da
Yip yip yip yip
Yip yip yip yip
Mum mum mum mum
Mum mum
Get a job.
(The Silhouettes)
"Get a Job"

Heated· Pool, Maid & Linen Service, Air conditioned

OVID'S RETURN
Contrary to popular belief, the
stadium building was not blown
to bits by dissident radical
students at UNM who protested
the presence of a Naval ROTC on
campus. The building was blown
to bits by the survivors of the
Civil War who felt that a bird in
the hand was pretty stupid.

By GLORIA L. FRYM

When the sea conspires
an armor
And her sullen and aborted
Currents breed tiny monsters,
True sailing is dead.
(Jim Morrison)
"Horse Latitudes"
Today's lyrics, offspring of the
fi.fties generation, play a much
larger part of a song· than words
once did. An perhaps today's kids
are more turned on to poetry
because of rock.
In terms of analysis, the book
comes off at first like a glorified
song sheet. Yet I'm glad Goldstein
didn't overdo his speculations.
Who has formulated a useful
artalytical criteria for modern
·poetry yet? Since rock has to
contend with not only lyric but
music as well, the combined
rhythm and sound organization is
difficult to tear apart and inspect
under a scholarly microscope. I,
for one, almost can't take any
"academicking" of rock. It's a
medium that demands sensory,
rather than intellectual reaction.
All you have to do is feel it. As
Goldstein says, it's got a damned
good beat. And you can dance to
it.

People wishing to have articles
published in BEMA should submit
tltem
in
typewritten
double·spaced copy. to The Lobo,
Room 158, Journalism Building,
or to P, 0, Box 20, Uttiversity of
New. Mexico, Albuquerque, New
Mextco.

The College Inn
Unsurpassed for college living.

303 Ash NE

Phone 243-2881
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·READ FASTER,
RETAIN MOREl
()_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,

I

versus

Bema

The Lobo will once again this
year publish BEMA's.
. BEMA is a column devoted to
Sig~ed guest editorial opit1ion
w)uch . does not . necessarily
represent the editorial views of
The Lobo.

.... •.

Live at THE COLLEGE INN, where
we do everything for the student except study.
Where lavish helpings of the finest food on campus
are yours, with unlimited "seconds"! Where we'll
dust, and clean, and change the linen for you.
Where you'll find laundry facilities right on the
premises. (Dry cleaning pickup and delivery too!)
Where you can enjoy as much or as little of the social
whirl as you want ... when you want it. Where you'll
luxuriate in your own private or semi-private bath
instead of the "Gang Bath" bustle of a dorm or the
traumatic "ring around the tub" experience of an
apartment. And where it would be absolutely
extravagant of you not to investigate the new
low, low rates. But why not see for yourself?

Lobo Re()iew

"Rock was meant to be heard,
not seen," demands Richard
Goldstein, editor of The Poetry of
Rock, He proceeds, after a concise
historical analysis of pop lyrics
from Chuck Berry through Dylan
to The Doors, to leave rock to the
reader, and not to "impose one
form upon another" by the tedius
nit-picking of some poetry critics.
Waves of nostalgia (sob),
drifted in when I first got into the
book. Remember all you ancients
over 19 how Chuck Berry's
Maybellene in a Coupe de VilJe
two-timed her V-8 Ford lover, or
when Elvis got up tight about his
Blue Suede Shoes. Goldstein
selectes the best oldies of the
fifties
and
sixties
to
commemorate a great reservoir of
contemporary verse that has been
virtually ignored until now. He
makes a fine comparison between
the "teenage" protest of the late
fifties, mainly concerned wtih
lack of personal freedom in such
greats as the Coaster's "Yakety
Yak". and the more socially
conscious world of Dylan's
"De'solation
Row."
The
correlation between these two
eras is protest of the young, in
one form or another and a cry of
NOW is in the lyrics.
Where the anthology falls ..down
is in its selection of the
contemporary, Books such as this
one are partially outdated, in
terms of what's really "in " before
they are published. Gold;tein fails
to include hard rock and soul
mainly because the book wa;
compiled before the general rock
audience considered these forms
popular,
What
Goldstein
does
accomplish is the merit o£
considering rock as an art medium
and as a literary genre. Rock verse
has been happening too long to
remain unac~nowledged as a

.

...

No more
housewolk for me!
lin a student, not a
housemaid! ·, ,

1

Do get to· all football games
What do Sen. Harold Runnels
and Playboy magazine have in early to insure getting a good seat,
Do cheer along with . the
common besides the obvious
obsession? In the last few months Chaparrals and pretend they are
both have played a part in the pretty and stimulating.
Do buy all of your books and
recruitment of students to UNM,
a task for which both parties supplies at the Union Bookstore
and save lots of money,
should be thanked.
Do load up on cafeteria food.
Runnels boosted potential
enrollment several percent,age Good!
Do sign a four-year contract to
points by publicizing the various
vices that have grown dear to Jive in a dorm.
Do go to the Health Services at
most of our collective hearts. Free
speech and resulting sexual the first sign of sickness or mental
enlightment were condemned by disorder.
Don't drink, enjoy the week, or
our brother in Santa Fe, Result:
graduating seniors from high make love until your post
school:;
around
the
state graduate years.
immediately knew where to come
Don't browse in the Yale St.
to get a real education.
Grasshopper or attend movies at
Playboy included UNM in a Don Pancho's or the art theatres.
survey on campus action and
Don't obey the little men in
rated our school fifth in a field of gray uniforms with guns.
25. Typical male was described as
a cowboy acid head and the
* * *
women here were described as
wearing the shortest mini skirts in
Speaking of little men with
the
United States.
Result: guns, the ones in the blue
graduating seniors from high uniforms have been getting into
th~
state all kinds of things late!y. Girls,
schools
around
immediately knew where to come take whatever precautiOns are
to get a real education.
necessary. Two weeks ago a girl in
Yale park was arrested for
indecent exposure because she
* * *
was not wearing underpants. Now
A word of enlightment to the you tell me how a member of the
fine lot of freshmen groping Albuquerque
constabulary
around campus.
happened to find that out?

.... ... .. .'.
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FREE MINI-LESSON::>
207 Dartmouth Dr. N.E.

i

Thur. Sept. 11, 7:30 pm
Fri. Sept. 12, 7:30pm
Sat. Sept, 13. 2:00 pm

-

CHOICE OF SIX CLASSES

w

'

~

THROUGH

I

c~ 'k/ooJ
READING DYNAMICS

~

i

!--<)-(~)-()_(_()-()-(~

207 Dartmouth Dr. N.E.

I
'

0

Mon. Sept. 15 - Oct. 27,
- Tues. Sept. 16 - Oct. 28,
' Sat. Sept. 20 - Nov. 1,
·Wed.
Oct, 8 -Nov, 19,
Mon.
Nov. 3 - Dec. 15 ,
Tues. Nov. 4 - Dec. 16,
w

i

7:00
3:45
9:00
7:00
3: 45
7:00

I
I
..

pm 0
pm '
am 1 0
pm.'
pm ~

I

p~
-~(·-·-()-()-()-()-()-()~,
'

I'
w

w

I
'
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I

TUTORING AVAILABLE
ALSO ••-IN
MATH ancl READING

Individualized Tutoring
Guaranteed Results
Low Cost
High Quality
Home Study Program

I
I
1

*

**

YOU CAN:
READ 3 TO I 0 TIMES FASTER!
COMPREHEND MORE!
STUDY FASTER,
.
MORE EFFECTIVELY!

o

*IMPROVE CONCENTRATION!

0

OVER A
QUARTER MILLION
GRADUATES SINCE 1959

0

()-()-()-()-()-()-()-()-()-()

CALL ANN DOBBINS AT 265-6761

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
· 207 Dartmouth Dr. NE, Albuquerque
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Recommend 'Crises Committee' Be Established

mink~pearls
byJOVAN

Hours ·8.:00am-9:00pm Sun 8:00am-6:00pm
NOB HILL DRUG
RE;LIABLE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
3500 CENTRAL AVENUE, S. E.
256·3536
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

Cucille Mite/tell

Two recommendations designed
to cope with gaps in rules covering
the university community were
passed by the Committee on the
University last month.
One, to go to the Regents,
as ked for a "Constitution
(revision) Committee" to study
the possibility of establishing an
all-university constitution.
The other, to be submitted to
President Heady, the faculty, and
the Assoicated Students,
recommended "a special council"
to advise the president in cases of
conflicting jurisdiction of campus
rules.
As proposed, the special council
could be convened by the request

of the university president, the
ASUNM president, or the
chairman of the faculty policy
committee.
The Committee on the
University, in charge of long·range
planning for UNM, passed the two
resolutions after hearing a review
of current governmental
structures and a proposal for a
single constitution presented by
Bill Pickens, representative of the
ASUNM Constitutional Reform
Committee.
Pickens said an all-University
constitution was needed "to
define rights and responsibilities
of faculty, students, and
administrators.

ImpoTtedPerfumes
and CosmeticShojJ
200 CORONADO CENTER
PHONE 298·5489
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Elegant Gifts Beautifully Wrapped

PLEATS ARE IN!
Permanently Pleated OrlonjWool3o¢ an inch
In Win rock Center
In Hotel Lobby

All you do is cut to your length and put on the waistband. The
hem is already in. Solid fabrics to match in 7 fashion colors.

299-2988

10 b

0
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All U Constitution Sought

Support Lobo Football

.

The Reform Committee's
proposal was based on a single
intra-University judicial system
and division of the government
into legislative, executive and
judicial branches with delegated
authority based on the Federal
model.
As written into the Senate
committee proposal, a supreme
court composed of equal numbers
of students and faculty would be
empowered to hear appeals from
any inferior judicial body and to
rule on interpretations . of the
University constitution.
Functions of the branches of
the University would remain
much the same as outlined in the
present faculty and ASUNM
constitutions.
During the time the
constitutional proposals are being
considered the Committee on the
University suggested that a special
advisory council to the president
of the University be established to
handle crises situations.
Suggested composition of the
20-member committee is seven
faculty, seven students, four
administrators, and two alumni,
Six faculty members would be
chosen by lot, the seventh being
the chairman of the policy
committee, The two alumni
members would be chosen by the
Alumni Council.
Students would include the
ASUNM president, vice-president,
president pro tempore of the
Senate, a student elected at large
by the Senate, one graduate
student selected by the Graduate
Student Council, one graduate
student selected by the Graduate
Student Union, and one g~aduate
student appointed by the ASUNM
president and approved by the
two graduate governing boards.

Ex-U Grid Star

SHOP

Gets Union Post
Co-ordinating student
extracurricular activities this year
will be former Lobo footballer
Carl Jackson.
Jackson will assume the post of
assistant to the director for
stu dent activities of the New
Mexico Union Sept. 15, said
Union Director Kirby Krbec.
Jackson, who took his
bachelor's degree in recreation at
UNM in 1968, set Lobo rushing
and scoring records in the
1967·68 football season.
He is now completing one year
as program director of the
Mar tineztown House of
Neighborly Service, a community
center jointly funded by the
United Fund and the Presbyterian
Board of National Missions.
Jackson is currently studying
towards his masters degree at
UNM.

The New Fall Look

-·

.,
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Curb Quarterly •'f

.Regents
By SARAH LAIDLAW

undertaken the-project: Mr. Frank
had resigned as general editor; the
The last issue of the New previous issue had been .strongly
Mexico Quarterly (NMQ) has not criticized.; he had no confidence
been sent to the full list of that the University would defend
subscribers due to a unanimous him in case of trouble with the
vote of the UNM Board of coming issue,_and he felt 'out on a
Regents at a special meeting on limb," said minutes from the
Sunday, Aug. 17.
meeting.
The issue, the last due to
At that meeting, Frumkin told
financial difficulties, was not sent the Publications Committee there
to domestic subscribers because of were "three or four naughty
a poem in the magazine by San words" in material for the final
Francisco poet Michael McClure. . issue, said committee minutes. He
UNM President Ferrel Heady also outlined his idea for the
said the poem could be used by cover: an empty bed with two
those who felt it violated a pillows and two rumpled spots,
commitment made between he said the minutes.
and former chairman of the
English department Joseph Frank.
Hang Ups
The commitment stipulated that
At an April 23 meeting of the
the last issue of the NMQ would
not be used as a continuance of Publications Committee, English
the
"Love
Lust
Poem" Professor George Arms was asked
to be general editor of the
controversy.
Quarterly. Administrative Vice
President Sherman Smith was
Dual Post
invited to speak at the meeting.
Frank at the time the According to the minutes, Smith
commitment was made, was also said, "The ge11eral impression in
acting as chairman of the the state is that we (the colleges
Publications
Committee
and and universities) are 'hung up on
general editor of the NMQ.
pornography' and it is in that
In a file memo from Heady, he broad context that the fall 1968
said, "On the question of contents issue of the NMQ and the final
of this final issue, he (Frank) issue must be considered."
made a commitment that the
The last issue of the Quarterly
contents would be in no way was sent to campus subscribers,
altered by the current controversy administrative officers, foreign
•concerning teaching materials in subscribers, contributors, Arms,
freshman English sections, and and Frumkin on August 8.
that he as general editor would
Mailing to domestic subscribers
take direct responsibility for was held up on August 11 pending
screening the material in the issue a decision by the Regents.
as to suitability."
Heady said he is not sure how
Frank resigned as chairman of the Quarterly came to the
the Publications Committee and attention of the Regents, but it
general editor of the Quarterly in was brought to his attention
April. At that time, UNM English before he had had a chance to
Professor Gene Frumkin was guest read a copy, he said.
editor of the final issue.
Heady also said he did not
Heady said Friday he is not make a recommendation to the
"assigning blame to anyone" Regents concerning their decision
concerning the McClure poem, to halt mailing to domestic
and that "different people would subscribers.
put different interpretations" on
whether or not the commitment
Monetary Trouble
between he and Frank had been
The
decision
to
stop
violated.
Head
said
the
commitment "would be construed publication of the Quarterly due
to monetary difficulties was made
as violated" by some people.
in April. In a memo from Director
of the University Press Roger
Questions Raised
Shugg to Vice President for
Heady said some questions have Business and Finance John
been
raised
"as
to
the Perovich, Shugg said, "The Press
commitment."
has (a) neither the funds (b) nor
At an April 16 meeting of the the power to publish any more
Publications Committee, Frumkin issue of the NMQ."
expressed
"negative feelings"
The Quarterly was then taken
about continuing as special editor from under the auspices of the
of the Quarterly for the final University press, and control was
issue, because "conditions had transferred to the Publications
changed considerably since he had Committee.

243-6954

COSMETIC STUDIO

3421

CENTRAL AVE. N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE Ph. ?.55·4633

RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a day
Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthly :Rate

~ee

Buck's TV Rentals

'I
I

PHONE AL 5·1697
VISTA BLVD., N. £.
MEXICO

HEADQUARTERS FOR:
Revlon Cosmetics
~ussell Stover Candy
Ray Ban Sunglasses
AT THE TRIANGlE

Courteous Efficient Service

.,.

I

t
t

't

3001 Monte Vista N.E. •

Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center

268-45Sll

Color Available

waa
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

Uniforms
Mens and ladies Lab Wear
2516 Central S.E.

242-6591

OLD TOWN

When it comes to shoes
and apparel for the dancer .

• •

Come to PARIS!

'

BOUTIQUE

2260 WYOMING, N.E.
THE MALL SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 298-5479

2120 Central SE

The Publications Committee
vo.ted, five to three, ,at the April
16 meeting, to go ahead with the
final issue of the Quarterly,
provided Frumkin remained as
editor, and . "the receipt of
material
acceptable
to
Mr.
Frumkin as editor," said minutes
of that meeting.
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"Setting the scene for Albuquerque" with the young Edwardian or
young Victorian Fashions Is the new Boutique concept of total Fashion
Look at the new Boutique expansion at Antonio's, 2260 Wyoming NE,
in the Mall Shaping Center. The new Boutique . , . now open for
business • • • held an open house with a refreshing and exciting
Fashion Show. The new Boutique Dresses and Pants, the Jump Suits
were more daring and exciting than we've ever seen in Albuquerque
and were accepted with terriflc response.
We at Antonio's would li~ to extend an invitation to you. Come
and See our Boutique Fashions and be inspired with the new looks in
Fashion . . .
()

___

()_()_().._.()_()_()

....

()-()

.....

()-()-()

'With more than 150 dance students enrolling
for the fall semester, and the entire faculty
exercise happy, we recommend a visit to the
Paris~lTPTOW~ Store just a mile east of the
campus on Central. There you will find a
fabulous collection of Capezio ballet slippers,
tights ancl leotards. For comfort and long
life you just can't beat Capezio quality!
For selection and fitting-. yon can't heat Paris;
{TN i\f's friendly neighbor at :mn Centrall\' E.

fine shoes
Paris UPTOWN only
Largest selection of brand name fooirvear tti the Southwest!
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War Moratoriurn

Support Lobo Football

Set For Oct. 15

Escuela Del Soi-Montessori

Associated Students' President
Ron Curry and graduate student
Bill Pickens are formulating plans
for campus and community
anti-war activity in conjunction
with a nationwise Vietnam
Moratorium on Oct. 15.
Curry one of the more than
300 student body presidents and
campus newspaper editors that
responded to a June 30 call for a
Vietnam moratorium, said he and
Pickens are doing the preliminary
organizing until Curry appoints a
local committee chairman to
coordinate
campus
and
community activities.
The moratorium, which is being
organized
by
the
Vietnam
Moratorium
Committee,
headquartered in Washington,
D.C., is an attempt to organize
campuses and communities across
the nation in a mass expression of
discontent
with
American
involvement in Vietnam.

219 Sierra Dr. SE

Ages 2-5 years
Morning Session Begins September 15
For information call 255-3838
Marcia Ray-Directress

'

AMERICAN MONTESSORI SOCIETY-CERTIFIED ·

For Fashion
Morsel

520

This is what UNM is all about,
or at least that's what Playboy
Magazine thinks. This delightful
morsel is an exhibitor of one of
"the shortest mini-skirts in the
USA" as Playboy puts it in a
survey of campus action.

Coronado Center

Now In Coronado Center

Decorative Luau Kits

plus a large assortment of
cork and glass floats,
shells end starfish

Coconut Heads
·)
available in various , .'•:
~,
,,
•..
I an d coors
I
styes
.•.,1,,,
'

~.~.

f...,.

ro,4
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Day of Discussion
Curry said he plans to approach
campus organizations in hopes of
securing resolutions of support for
the moratorium and will ask for a
"day of discussion" in UNM
classrooms on Oct. 15. He also
to
approach
faculty
plans
members in order to build a broad
base of campus support.
In line with a Vietnam
Moratorium
Committee
recommendation, Cur.:y said the
campus
committee
would
concentrate first on building
campus support before extending
its efforts into the comm&nity for
later moratoriums.
Curry said he hoped to have a
list of suggested moratorium day
activities prepared by the second
week of classes.
The
Vietnam
Moratorium
Committee is calling for a
"periodic
moratorium
on
'business as usual' in order that
students, faculty members, and
concerned citizens can devote
time and energy to the important
work of taking the issue of peace
in Vietnam to the larger
community."
Campus Focus
Although moratorium activities
wiiJ initially be focused on the
academic
community,
the
committee emphasized that action
should expand rapidly into other
segments of the community.
Much of the first day's efforts will
be
devoted
to
increasing

Fish Net
6x1S feet
available in varied colors
and mesh sizes

I

I

'
r

O'Donnell Report

Give your room
the look you want

Need Glasses?
Prescriptions filled-Repair service
-Free Glasses Adjustment-

Decorate and· arrange with raHan

Complete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription

1000's of items in rattan hemp
coconut and more

National Discontent
The call for moratorium states
in part, "Ending the war in
Vietnam is the most important
task facing the American nation.
Over the last few years, millions
of Americans have campaigned,
protested,
and
demonstrated
against the war. Few now defend
it, yet it continues.
The war has had a corrupting
influence on every aspect of
American life, and much of the
national discontent can be traced
to its influence.
"Since the goal of the action is
to get massive and diverse sectors
of American society to cease to
do 'business as usual,' it is
important to employ actions and
rhetoric that will maintain the
broadest possible opposition to
the
war," the call states.
t

I

I

I

I

Getting

"Evidence"
Among the incidents described
as "positjve evidences" of progress
were:
-The President refused to
allow the national convention of
the SDS to be held on campus;
-The new head of the English
Dept. appears to have firm plans
for control of the curriculum in
freshman courses. A new director
of
freshman
English
was
appointed;
-When it was learned that a
motion would be made at an ad
hoc faculty meeting to call for the
dismissal of the president of the
University and the discharge of
the members of the Board of
Regents
faculty
members
dedicated to the welfare of the
university, organized and attended
the faculty meeting and defeated
the attempt;
-A new dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences has been
appointed, thus providing an
opportunity for leadership in new
and stronger directions;
-As a result of the poem
incident, the faculty of the
College
of
Engineering,
in
cooperation with the new director
of the freshman English pro(;l'am,
developed new requirements in
English for engineering students;

-Two
faculty
members
believing the attacks against
reserve officers training were
detrimental, circulated a petition
to selected. faculty. The petition
advocated the continuance of
AFROTC and NROTC. One
hundred and twenty-five (out of
about 600) faculty signed the
petition;
-The faculty of the Biology
Dept.,
following
the poem
incident, heard that efforts would
be made to (1) disrupt classes to
discuss the issue and (2) to bring
about a general "strike" of
graduate assistants in support of
Lionel Williams. The chairman of
the department took strong and
direct action to stop such efforts
in the department; and
-Under date of July 101 1969,
the Silver City Press reported
three administrators and the
president of the Board of Regents
had been successful in dissuading
the Speaker's committee from its
plan to bring Lenore Kandel,
author of the "Love Lust Poem"
to the campus as a speaker,
Under a section entitled "An
Analysis
of
the
Present
Situation,"
the report says
"certain conditions, practices or
attitudes existing on campus have
undoubtedly led to a climate
wherein an incident such as the
poem could take place."
·
Conditions
Among the conditions listed
were:
-Low attendance at faculty
meetings, increasing number of ad
hoc faculty meetings resulting in
control of faculty decision making
by small group of very liberal or
radical members;
-Apparent belief on the part of
some administrators that if
individuals, faculty, or students
were disciplined in certain cases, it
might force new troubles on the
university. In certain cases too
much consideration has been
given to what might happen if
finn disciplinary action should be
taken;
-An organization with a
national reputation for disrupting
university life, SDS, was approved
to have a chapter on the campus;
-Too little consideration is
given to certain matters in the
selection of individuals to serve as
department chairmen;
-Tenure problems have led to
some of the present difficulties.
Certain of the individuals whom
numerous faculty members state
have been at the source of the
problems this year are on tenure;
and
-Hippies in Yale Park who
"spill over" into the Union and
smear the University.

The University of New Mexico

1516CoalSE

Capturing Moments to Remember
See special in Classified

Party Supplies
Personalized Stationery
Monogramming
Gre=eti11a Cards

~

The
Associated
Women
Students Pow Wow is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
Union ballroom.

Next doer ta Casey's Your Drug Stare
4312 Lomas NE

25~329

Small Group
"A very small group of
individuals," the report said,
"have
brought
about
the
conditions which have caused the
citizens of New Mexico to
seriously question what is going
on at the University."
The
report
said
certain
administrators
and
faculty
members had allowed disturbing
practices to occur, however,
"numerous signs and happenings
indicate the pendulum is swinging
back to provide two necessary
reforms."
Renewed
acceptance
of
responsibility by administrators
and collective and positive action
by the vast bulk of the faculty
were the two necessary reforms
cited.

AWSPowWow

CASEY OPTICAL

24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

''

Community Involvement
If the October moratorium is
successful, it is hoped that high
shcool students, anti-war and civil
rights
constituencies,
entertainment and advertising
industry people, labor union
locals, churches, businessmen,
professionals, and politicians will
participate in later activities.
The national committee is
headed by Sam Brown, a staff
aide to Sen. Eugene McCarthy last
year and now a fellow of the
Institute of Politics at Harvard;
David Mixner, another former
McCarthy staffer who is now on
the McGovern Commission for
Reform of the Democratic Party;
and David Hawk, a draft resister
who organized the "We Won't
Go" statement signed by 250
student presidents and editors las
spring.

Married
243-5341
Fine Color Photography
of Yout Wedding
Chester Painter
Free Lance Photographer

Prescription Sunglasses
Mexican Hampers
available in three sizes
plus ather hamper styles

participation
in
subsequent
moratoriums.
Committee plans call for the
extension of the moratorium by
one day each month unt.il there is
a "firm commitment to American
withdrawal or a negotiated
settlement."
The
committee
emphasized that a token, partial
withdrawal at any time will · not
deter the moratorium.
Among the tactics suggested by
the moratorium committee for
organizing community action are:
town meetings, debates, anti-war
petitions,
letter
writing
campaigns, and films.

<?ontmued fro':ll Pllge 1) .
proper sources, ~uch as the
Re~en~, the pres1den~ .of ~he
Un!v~rstty, and admtnJStratJve
off1c1als.
Under a section headed "An
Overview. of the University," the
!ep'?rt ~a1d ,UNM was an exc~!lent
1nst1tut1'?n ~n most respects. The
vast D'!aJon.ty of the facul~y are
co~sctentwus
professiOnals,
~ed1cated to the wel~are . an~
tmpro':ement of the Umvers1ty,
accordmg to the report.

3017 Monte Vista N.E.

Albuquerque
265-8608
Desk Acceusories

•

Department of
Continuing Education
Offers

NON.:CREDIT..CLASSES
Foreign language Reading Proficiency Courses
in German Wed 6-8 pm 16 wks-$25
French Wed 8-10 pm 16 wks-$25
Russian Tue 7-9 pm 16 wks-$25
Spanish Mon 7-9 pm 16 wks-$25
(ideal for doctoral candidates}
Speedreading-Mon or Wed 7-8 pm 12 wks-$25
Tue or Thur 7:30-9 pm 12 wks-$25
Notehand Mon 4-6pm 14wks-$25

available in two sizes
optional cu!hion selection
children's chairs also in stock

Shorthand Tue 7:30-9:30 pm 14 wks-$25
Shorthand Mon or Wed 4-6 pm 14 wks-$50
Creative Writing Tue 7-9 pm 12 wks-$20
Ballroom Dancing Tue 7-9 pm 12 wks-$20

.
RoHan Chests
.

N.M. Span. Folklore lvlon 7-9 pm 12 wks-$20

available In four sizes
plus other styJe$

c~ronaclo

Haske

CeriteiShOp

296-5559

M-W-F 'till 8

p.m.

STATIONERY AND OFFICE SUPPLY

Typewriting Thur 7:30-9:30 14 wks-$25

Old Town Plaza
842-8022
Daily 'till 9 p.m.
Sun. I0- 5:30

Conversational Hebrew Wed 7-9 pm 12 wks-$20

BankAmericard
Master Charge
.Open 8:30-5:30

Mon.-Sat.

Complete Line of ·
Parker, Scheaffer
and Cross Pens and .
Pencils

"T

-

N.M. legislative Process Wed 7-9 pm 12 wks.:_$20

__________________...........................................................................................................----~--------------------- ..

. 50 OTHER COURSES
far moro Information pick-up a Community College Bulletin at the Continuing
Educctron Building located on lho northwest corner of Lomas Blvd, at Yale, or
coli 277·2215 or 277·2931.

...,..._. t

~ ~+e... FIRST Q.UALITY ALL-WAYS!
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WHY PAY MOREl
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WELCOME!
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HEAP'A .STYLES WHATEVER
.
YOUR BAG!
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MOCCASINS
SANDALS
FIESTA GARB
WESTERN HATS
WESTERN SHIRTS,
BOOTS
FARAHS
LEVI'S
VESTS

com

to the

FIRST and BOLD
downtown 247-4347

HAVE A 6000 TIME!
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Services .J~
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~- Service. 9;30
Worship

"

College Supper Club
to be announced in

I./

_ _& 11:00

N:::: ::~~::,.

UNM Orchestra
The UNM Orchestra will
present four concerts during the
1969-70 season at Popejoy Hall.
Most places in the wind section
of the orchestra have been
assigri,~d but the ensemble still
needs string players, according to
conductor Kurt Frederick. String
players who have not played
previously in the orchestra and
who desire to do so are advised to
contact Frederick ( 277 ·4201 ).

823 C?pper Ave. NE ot Lticust NE

University Church
of Christ
University at Gold, S.E.
242-5794
Sunday: l?ible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 a.m.-6:00p.m.

St. Thomas Aquinas
University Parish

•

Masses
Sunday:
7:1.5, 8:30,9:45, 11:00,12:15 4:30
Daily: 11:30& 4:30
Saturday: 4:30 only
Confessions heard daily at ll: 15
and 4:00. On Saturday at 4:00 and
7:00.

Patroni;ze the
LOBO Advertisers

Christian Student
Center

"

114 Girard N.E.
265-4312
Wed. 9:00 p.m.
Sun. 7:30p.m.

Nottoo

Committee Hearing
(Continued from page 1)
administration building during the
poem controversy,
Outside Help
Sceresse said he had contacted
University officials during the
stormy "Love Lust Poem"
controversy and had made
arrangements to provide the
University with assistance from
local and state law enforcement
agencies in the event such
assistance was needed.

PERUSED" BOOKS

at
GREAT SAVINGS

BIG

Not too Smoll
But We'll know

Y0U

THE BOOKCASE

If you come worship with us.

109

Mesa SE

(New Location)

First Christian Church
122 Broadway SE

Across Central Fron1 I-Iodgin I-Iall

Phone: 242-6172

I
11an.n

"Certainly one of tho most lmpressiW> stoeb
of yarn and craft supplies in this country,"
Robert L. Show, Vice President, Spinnerln Yarn Co. tnC.tiJ!:!!II

rug-knit-crochet
embroidery-crewel-tapestry
60 yorns-1600 shades
fashionable simplified pattern books
needles-frames-buttons-tapestries
free assistance
by professional instructors

He added that the New Mexico
National Guard would have been
available if certain "eventualities'
had made such aid necessary.
Sceresse said that during the
controversy, a mimeograph
machine had been illegally taken
from the Union and used to print
some 15,000 pieces of literature
later distributed on campus calling
for a mass rally.
Sceresse also called for measures
by the state legislature which
would make city ordinances
applicable to the campuses of all
the state's universities. He noted
that city policemen can only
make arrests on campuses if
offenders are in violation of state
statutes.
Sceresse said he was primarily
concerned with making the city's
obscenity ordinances applicable to
the campuses but added there
were "many other" ordinances
which were not applicable .
Disappointed
Sceresse also expressed
disappointment that the five
students arrested after a sit-in on
Heady's lawn were not disciplined
by the University after the statute
under which they were arrested
was declared unconstitutional.
He said this type of leniency
with dissidents in effect
encouraged students to pursue
this type of activity. Sceresse said
Vice President for Student Affairs
Harold Lavender advised him
further pursuance of the case
would serve no useful purpose.
Sceresse said, "I don't think
that the University should be run
by the police, but the University
should realize that if it cannot
handle its own problems, someone
else will!'
Cairns Questioned
Campus Security Director Jack
Cairns was questioned at length
by committee members who
wanted to know about drug use
subversive students and student
organizations on the campus and
' on
report e d cc•mdecent acts going
in the corridors of campus
buildings."

BUTIERFIELD • •
your personal service
jeweler for 40 years!

Bernie
Butterfield
is extremely
interested in
your girl friends
~r,__-.,\v..
......

free ojos de dios instruction sheets
Poncho Patterns

WELCOME BACK!
Bernie keeps an eye on things.
He knows when you shift gears
from five girlfriends to one girlfriend. He'll have a frne selection
of engagement rings ready to
show you.

true scents in soaps, candles, aersols
springbok puzzles-clever toys
candle wonderland-28 colors, 8 'faper lengths
unusual foreign and domestic novelties
postersand pennsylvanian dutch candies
paperart tableware and pcHty goods

•

I

Cnatt6.,
CVann~

(9-

(#tttb..
Hoffmontown
Center
Wyoming at Menoul
298·8920

Nob Hill
Center
Central at Carlisle
268·6366

feathers-wax-marbles
burlap-polnt~chenllle

gold leaf-dip gla~~felt
prlrlfs-tlssue-de coupage
antiqulng-beClds-styrofoam
stitchoroo and sprlngbok kits
professional and student art supplies
croft consultants avallab!e

INSTANT
CREDIT
SERVICE
PARKING

2312 Central

SE

O~posite Pope lOY Hall

•

•
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"The Lobo Who Came To Play"

·.i

Lobos' Football Fortunes Grow Poorer

By CHARLES WOOD,
Lobo Sports Editor
College football celebrates its
100th anniversary this year with a
birthday party scheduled at
hundreds of stadiums across the
country every Saturday
afternoon.
At UNM, though, the only
celebration expected to be heard
is that coming from the visitors'
· locker room following each home
game.
The Lobos are riding a 19-game
losing streak and haven't beaten a
major college football team since
September of 1966. But then
that's the way things happen
sometimes.
This year, the Lobos' grid
outlook looks darker than the
bottom of Carlsbad Caverns
during an eclipse. At least on
paper.
Second-year coach Rudy
Feldman returns nine players
from last year's team which
compiled a perfect, but inglorious,
0·10 record. That's not nine

starters or nine lettermen, but
nine players.
Thirty green sophomores are
listed on Feldman's roster along
with about twenty transfers. And
it is with these young gridders
that Feldman places his hopes for
the future.
"I believe we'll be a better team
than we were a year ago," said
Feldman, "if we keep free from
injuries. I also think we'll have
better morale this year because
our people are young unlike last
year's team. I would prefer not to
discuss the 1968 team but it was a
team which folded in the second
half."
Asked if he felt the Wolfpack
had a chance for a winning season,
Feldman replied, "Yes, we always
have u chance." A very good
cham·o? "I don't think you could
say it wa~. a very good chance.
We're picked not to win any
games.''
Running Game Strong
"Our passing game,, said
Feldman, "will be as good as it

was a year ago but our
strongpoint will be our running
game. We have two or three good
running backs.,
The Lobos will feature a flashy
array of running backs led by
Dave (the Hobbs Harrier)
Bookert, Sam Scarber, and
transfer Howard Ware. Bookert,
who may be the best player in
UNM history, is not a "three
yards and a cloud of dust" runner.
He is an exciting player capable of
breaking for daylight and
sprinting for a touchdown on .any
play.
A year ago, Bookert broke for
daylight and a touchdown 11
times enroute to being named
all-conference halfback. Bookert
also, incidentally, was injured the
last two and a-half games.
Scarber, who played five
positions for last year's depthless
4
Pack, is being touted as another
Don Perkins at fullback. Before
his retirement, Perkins was the
fith leading all-time ground gainer
in the National Football League.
During the past two years, the

Football Centennial

1969·70 Chaparrals

not, football has become more
than a simple kids' game. It has
become a national institution.
Every autumn thousands of
young men across gather to play
the game that their fathers, and
their fathers before them, once
played. Most approach the sport

1969·'10 Chaparrals include (left
to right): 'I10P- Patty FH~ad,
Susan. Hul:Jb(t'-1, Nattcy Sdunidt.
MIDDLE..... Pnt He,nnessee 1 Kerri
Hattox, Grace Ohl. BOTTOM-. Pat Ores, Jan Jacobson. NOT
PICTURED- Head Carla Dul)lap,
Asst. Head Judi Nict,erson.

with a highly romanticized notion
of what it is all about.
When they discover that it
actually boils down to blood,
sweat, and tears-liberally laced
with sacrifice, hard knocks, and
little recognition-they realize
what football is all about. The
dropout rate, of course, is
tremendous.
But when gametime rolls
around on Saturday and the
young men are playing in front of
their friends, relatives, and
schoolmates, they become the
most excited young men in the
world. It is this old-fashioned kind
of excitement that makes football
so unique.
1869 - Rutgers defeated
Princeton, six goals to four, in the
first football game. The contest
shouldn't be confused with the
modern game, however. There
were 25 men to a side and no
admission was charged.
1873 ·-President Andrew White
of Cornell refused to allow his
school's team to play against
Michigan at Buffalo, saying "I will
not permit 30 men to travel 400
miles 1merely to agitate a bag of
wind.'
1889 - Walter Camp selected
the first All-American team.
1892 - UNM was beaten by
AlbuqUel'que High School, 5-0, in
the first Lobo game in history.
1893 - The Lobos claimed
thei.r first football "Victory in
history by edging Albuquerque
High, 4-0.
1899 -· One of football's most
amazing feats took place between
November 9 and 14.
~uperhurnanly, the University of
the South at Sewanee, Tennessee,
whipped five major teatns ~
Texas, Texas A&M, Tttlant>, LSU,
(Continued on page 21)

Almost without exception,
football periodicals and magazines
ar e picking UNM to be the
weakest team in the WAC.
Feldman was asked if he felt they
were going to be right.
"'"
"Well, I don't know. That's why
we play. If all the prognosticators
were right, there'd be no sense in
even playing the games."

Defense Improved
A big question mark in the
Lobo camp surrounds the
quarterback position. Three
players - Frank Gorman, Larry
Korpitz, and Rocky Long- are in
contention for the key spot. Last
season's quarterbacks, Rick
Beitler and Terry Stone, have
departed via the graduation route.

1968 RECORD
13 Colorado State
15 UT • El Paso .
8 Arizona . . .
7 Kansas • . . . .
7 Utah . . . . .
24 San Jose State .
6 Wyoming
28 Arizona State
6 New Mexico St.
6 Brigham Young

Gorman, a redshirt a year ago,
appears to have the edge when it
comes to passing over sophomores
Korpitz and Long. But Korpitz
and Long also appear to have an
edge over Gorman in running with
the ball.
120

NEW

1969 Is A Special Year
1969 marks the centennial of
football and millions of spectators
across the country are expected to
celebrate the birth of the sport
until the final gun sounds ending
the colorful bowl games in
January.
, Whether anyone will admit it or

Lobo defense has given up over
800 points to the opposition.
"Yep," smiles Feldman when
reminded of the fact, "we've given
up way too many points. I think
our defense will be improved.
We'll be young, of course, with
only one or two starters returning
on defense. And most of the other
players will be very young."

MEXICO

(0·10·0)
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, 21
44
. 19
68
30
. 55
. 35
63
. 33
....:"35
403
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Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Y./ood
Assistant Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Fleck
Photographer . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chester Painter

l

Los Alamos' Joe Hartshorne
boots the ball during a Lobo
·practice. The Lobos kiek-off the
season at Army on Sept. 20. • ,

-
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No. It's mine!

BJ' CHARLES WOOD,
Lobo Sports Editor
Throughout the first half of the
19 6 8·69 basketball season the
. Lobos neatly camouflaged their
real intentions.
On occasion they played good
basketball, When they did not the
Lobos spoke of hard luck and
officiating. Several times the
players fooled the fan,s and
coaches by acting as if they were
going to start winning more
frequently.
The true scheme was uncovered

A receiver tries in vain to
prevent a pass interception durir,g
intramural grid action last year at
UNM.

Campus Grid Play

Slated to Begin
Intramural football kicks off its
season in early October with
approximately 800 students
expected to compete this year.
Forty teams are expected to
compete this fall in three
intramural divisions: fraternaties,
dormitories, and independants.
Pi Kappa Alpha, a fraternity
team, is the defending all-campus
champion.

Fine

MIRAGE

1970

ORDER

FORM

RATES: $ 7 THROUGH SEPT 30
$ 8 THROUGH FEB 13
$ 9 FEB 14 on,,,,,,

FRESHMA~

SOPH
JUNIOR
SENIOR
OTHER

narre

PICTURE
FRAMING
Hundreds of
PRINTS
Photo Frames

•••••••••• {CIRCLE ONE)
-------··--------·-----major

New Mexico's Lorgest

student nurrber
I want Mirage mailed to me,
Enclosed is one dollar ex-

address
city

LANGELL'S

state

zip

0

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

tra if I am not a senior,

(please check box if desired,)

OKIE'S
lOc

BEER

It's what's HAPPENING!
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In the past, the Lobo has largely
ignored intramural sports on
campus. This year, however, the
Lobo is introducing some
innovations. In the future, the
Lobo will run intramural
schedules and scores daily in
addition to covering football and
basketball games by listing the
highlights of each game.
The Lobos will also conduct an
intramur.al poll this fall.
Approximately a fourth of the
intramural chairmen of teams
competing in football will be
asked to vote for a weekly "Top
Ten" poll of teams on campus.

l
1
j

l
\
,,I

after the Lobos blew an NIT bid
with a humiliating overtime loss
to BYU at University Arena
during the last homestand of the
season. The Lobos were trying to
become the first WAC team to go
from first to last place in
successive seasons.
As the final standings show, the
Lobos succeeded in their quest.
They wound up in a last place tie
with lowly Arizona State.
Coach Bob King and part of his
cagers return this year, but gone
are many of the players who
helped make UNM a regular
stopping point for pro basketball
scouts. The chief casualty was 6·9
Greg (Stretch) Howard, a player
of fantastic ability.
Despite his talent, Stretch was a
man of many problems. His
discipline problems, both
publicized and unpublicized, gave
him more than a little trouble in
addition to a few academic
problems .
It was the academic problems
that finally caught up with him,
After using all his hours of
eligibility in University College, he
was unable to transfer to a
degree-granting college because his
cumulative average was below a

2.0.

-~

_,

Howie Grimes, a four-year
veteran, returns for a final year of
play. The Hatchet appears to be
one of the most valuable weapons
King has in an almost empty
arsenal this year.

Stretch has since gone to
Europe to join another ex-Lobo,
Ron Sanford, on a touring
basketball team. Other Lobos
missing from last year's lineup
include Steve Shropshire, George
Maes, Terry Schaafsma, Lenny
Lopez, and Keith Griffith.
That makes seven men gone
from a 12-man squad but King has
an ace in the hole or - to be more

...

243-0051

~----------------------------------------------~--~

!:.....

Petie Gibson, a 5·8 junior fyom
Pittsburgh, is expected to give
Lobo opponents fits this season
with a dose of his black magic in
the backcourt.

NBA'S Phoenix
To Play Here

Grimes' muscle and hustle
combine to make the Hatchet one
of the most feared board men in
the conference.
This talented pair will join
veterans Willie Long, Petie
Gibson, Dave Culver, and Ron
Becker in what King calls "the
group we'll have to depend on."
The reserves are led by guard Ken
Otteni, sophomore Rick Wright,
redshirts Roger Bowden and
Chuck Henckel, and newcomer
Steve Stephens.
This is the cast that King has to
work with and King, the most
famous owner of crying towels in
Albuquerque, is surprisingly
optimistic about it.
"This is the smallest team I've
had since I've been here," said
King, "but I feel we have a bunch
of young men who really want to
go at it.''
"We do.n't have any big people,
though," continued the man who
holds a masters degree in
psychology, "Willie (Long) is our
only big man and he's not real big.
Only 6'7". We have a lot of good
small and medium-sized people
but we don't have the big boards
game at all.''
Already white-haired at the age
of 44, the sparkle fades from
King's eyes when he speaks of last
year's disappointing 17-9 club.
"Last year," he said, "we had a
great deal of physical talent. This
year, we won't but I don't think
we'll have the lack of effort we
had a year ago, Hopefully, this
will make up for our lack of
physical talent and size."
Asked if the Wolfpack could
make a run for the conference

championship, King replied, "On
paper it wouldn't look like it. On
paper we don't look too good at
all because we're so awfully little.
I think we'll be tougher than
people think. I have a lot of faith
in this group to go out and pi~ to
capacity night after night. And
not just whenever we feel like it
like our group did last year. But
it's going to be awfully tough to
win a WAC title when you see all
the personnel that are returning
on the other league clubs."
(continued on page 20)

John (the Mad Bomber)
Somogyi, a 5·8 sophomore from
New Jersey, supplies new blood
for UNM's old Lobo. The
Bomber's shooting ability may
mean the difference between a
good and a great season for this
year's Wolfpack.

Welcome Back Students

PHOENIX - The Phoenix Suns
of the National Basketball
Association will play a "home"
game in Albuquerque on Sunday,
Nov. 16 in University Arena.
The Atlanta Hawks, who
finished second in the NBA's
Western Division last season
behind the Los Angeles .Lakers,
will provide the competition. The
Hawks are led by former Hobbs
High School star Bill Bridges.
The Suns will play 37 games in
he Phoenix Coliseum, two in the
Salt Palace in Salt Lake City, and
one in New Mexico State's Pan
American Center in Las Cruces in
addition to the game in
Albu'querque.
Opponents for the Suns in Salt
Lake City will be the Chicago
Bulls Dec. 2 and the New York
Knickerbocker& Jan, 12. The
Seattle Supersonics will meet the
Suns Jan. 22 at Las Cruces.
The Suns, a second-year
expansion outfit, are led by
All-American Neal Walk of
Florida (the first man drafted
after Lew Alcindor) and ex-ABA
player Connie Hawkins after
persuading the star to jump
leagues. Hawkins, once coached
by UNM's Bob King, is expected
to be the biggest NBA draw since
Wilt Chamberlain and Oscar
Robertson

Remember To Ta'ke Advantage of Henry's
- FAST SERVICE-

100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGER ......... 20c
ROAST BEEF SANDWICH _···--·-···----·-----··-····--·--················-·69¢
DELUXE HAMBURGER-Meal on a bun ·····--·-······-··----·-------34¢
CREAMY CHEESE BURGER ·-····-·-··· ···-·-············-·······----------··25¢
BLUE WATER HOT FISH SANDWICH ···----------··········-··-·----30¢
HOT DOG ........ ----·-·-· ..... ···········---·-----............. ···----------------------30¢
MELTED CHEESE SAN DWJCH ............. -----·-·--··---··-···----------30¢
CRISPY FRENCH FRIES ·--··--··-··-····-------.. ···------------··--------------20¢
SHRIMP BOAT ............ -·-··-······------ ··-----····-·-···------------------·--·89 ¢
CHICKEN .........................................______________________ 89¢ to $3.85
COKE, ORANGE, ROOT BEER, DR. PEPPER,
7 UP & PEPSI ·····--··-········-·············--·--·-··--·1 0¢ - 15¢ 20¢
COFFEE -···-··---···-···-········-···--·-· ······--······-- ................... 10¢ - 20¢
SUPER MILK SHAKES ·····-···-·-·-··-······-----··----········-······--··--····-25¢
MIlK ............................ ··-·-····-····--······-·-······-········-----· ............. 15¢
(Green Chili on any sandwich I 0¢ Extra)

Aloysms 'fravers pitched one
game in the majors and lost it by a
24·2 score. He pitched this game
for the Detroit Tigers against the
Philadelphia Athletics, May 18,
1912 - and established a record
for most runs allowed in a game.

1916 CENTRAL NE
OPEN
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Rent a Tux

.1720 CentralSE

precise - a hatchet and a bomber.
Howie (the Hatchet) Grimes, a
6-5 redshirt, returns for a final
season of play and John (the Mad
Bomber) Somogyi makes his first
appearance on the varsity this
year.
A sensation as a soph (38.9
scoring avg.), the Mad Bomber
appears to be the medicine that is
needed to remedy the loss of the
Lobos' scoring punch. And
despite never learning to play
defense until he enrolled at UNM,
the 5-8 Somogyi has showed signs
of becoming one of the finest
defensive players in the area.

I I :00 a.m.

from
Mister Tux
3003 Central N .E.
By the Lobo Theater

to
I I :00 p.m.
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CSU Asked To Withdraw

(continued from page 19)

'r

The Associated Students of
·Colorado State University have
asked for the withdrawal of CSU
from the Western Athletic
Conference to help eliminate the
mounting financial problems in
the Rams' athletic department.
The suggestion, offered to the
school's governing board last
August, is the result of a student
outcry against the hiking of
compulsory athletic fees at CSU,
Student fees have been raised
from $36 a year to $60 beginning
this semester,
The students presented an
alternative plan where voluntary
charges would be assessed on
students who want to attend

athletic events b'ut no charges for
other students,
The &tudents' plan also called
for a cutback in the football
program including fewer football
scholarships, fewer coaches, and
restriction of travel to place~;
immediately surrounding
Colorado.
In the past years, the Rams have
had somewhat less-than·spectacular success on the gridiron
despite which CSU opened a new
football stadium last year. The
3 0, 0 OO·seat stadium created a
huge debit in the school's athletic
budget, Student attendance at
CSU football games also lagged
last year,

Mickey Mantle has passed Babe
Ruth for the No. 1 spot on the
all-time strikeout list. Before his
retirement, Mantle had fanned
1,384 times. Ruth's strikeout
total was 1,330,

Ken Williams of the old St.
Louis Browns was the first major
leaguer to hit two home runs in an
inning. He accomplished the feat
in the sixth inning, August 7,
1922.
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Lobo Rick Ortega, a WAC
wrestling champion two years ago,
throws a Texas Miner during a
match last season. Ortega is a
co-captain for this year'~ team.

Ortega Muscles

Wres tiers Meet Monday
Coach Ron Jacobson's Lobo
wrestling team will hold its first
team meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Monday, Sept, 15, in Room 160,
Johnson Gym. Any interested
wrestlers are invited to attend.
Jacobson, in his third year at
the UNM helm, anticipates a
stronger team this year than the
one which finished sixth in the

WAC a yea1 ago. "We'll have a
well-balanced team this y<>ar,"
said Jacobson. "The team will
have more <>xperience than we did
last year and I believe we'll finish
higher this season.''
Rudy Griego and Rick Ortega,
two of the teams four seniors,
have been named co-captains for
the coming year.

.

All-SPORTS
TROPHIES
.
-

2939 MONTE VISTA N.E.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106

Phone • 268·2436

NEW MEXICO'S LARGEST AND FINEST
SELECTION OF TROPHIES
Trophies for all organizations
and events
50~0 ,

discount to all UNM organizations

Complete Billiards equipment
Billiard balls-2 piece cues
Bowling balls, bags shoes etc.

All at 20% discount to UN M students.

King said he ·reels four schools
will have the inside track to the
WAC crown this season, "Utah,
Arizona, BYU, and UTEP," the
cage mentor frowned, "are the
teams I feel have the best chance
of winning it. I'm not saying that
Wyoming, Arizona State,
Colorado State, or even ourselves
couldn't take it. But the way it
looks now it's a four-team race,
There may not be a weak team in
the league this year,"
"Arizona has the best personnel
in the league," King went on,
"and Utah returns four starters,
UTEP, of course, returns all their
starters and they've come up with
this 6·7 Don Gibbs, a junior
college All-American from Iowa.
When you consider BYU, you've
got to remember their great WAC
record through the years."
When asked about this year's
schedule, King gives you the
impression that it's about as easy
as wanting to stick your hand
inside a bag of snakes, "It's the
toughest in the school's history by
far," King said, "It could be one
of the toughest in the country.'' .
King was asked what kind of
record he anticipated from this
year's team. "When you get a
group like this on paper, you have
to figure we'll be lucky if we win
half our ball games, But these
guys want to win and want to pay
the price, You don't know how
many college teams are going to
want to pay the price, now. There
may not be very many who want
to pay what its going to cost to
have a winner, We didn't want to
pay it last year, but I think this
year's group is different. I think
we're going to get the job done."

French Netter
Enrolls At U.
One of the top five junior tennis
players in France will enter UNM
this semester according to head
tennis coach Joe Ferguson.
Jean George Boulle, a physics
and mathematics major from
Paris, will not be eligible this year
but will play for the Lobos after
putting in a year of residency. The
19 ·year-old Boulle has already
attended the University of Paris
for two years.
"NCAA champion Allan Fox
played Boulle in Europe and said
he was a fine player," said
Ferguson, "Jean will be able to
practice and enter open
tournaments but cannot represent
New Mexico in regular season play
this year."

-----~---
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ANYTHING
YOU WISH
-YOU'll FIND AT

With the Sandias rising in the
background, the barberpole clad
Aggies defeat UNM, 6·0, in this
1923 game.

Aggie Triumph

great Oklahoma teams began their
record 47-game win~ing streak.
The Sooners didn't Jose again
until1957.
1962 - Bill Weeks coaches
UNM to its first conference
championship in history. The
Lobos claim the WAC football
crown in the WAC's first year of
existence.
1969 - For the thousands of
young men whamming and
slamming for the sheer joy of

proving themselves to themselves,
maybe it's like University of
Alabama Coach Paul (Bear)
Bryantsays:
"It all comes down to those
Saturdays. The band's playing and
the cold chills are running up his
back, and he's a big man playing
for a lot of poeple. If he loves the
game and if he gives it everything
he has in him, right then he's one
of the luckiest young men
anywhere in the world."
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.:._____________
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OVER 700
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WIDE

ART SMITH, Manager
Across from LOS ALTOS Golf Course
8901 Lomas, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87112 Phone: (505) 298·8424
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ONE OF THE SOUTHWEST'S
FINEST SHOPPING CENTERS

I1

1

54 fine stor~s to serve you better • • •
4500 free parking spaces for your conven·
ienc.c , • ,. entrance• off Louislano, Indian
Sthoo1 Road and Pennsylvania. Vis.it us soon.

I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

and Save Meal Money

FRANK'S PIZZA
When Out
WEST
Try Franks
PIZZA

No. 2
5700 Central SW
242-0811
242-7373
hours: 2 p.m.-1 a.m.

· New Location
3901 Central N.E.
(Aliso at Central)
268-4616
265-9967

Open 11 AM to 3AM
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY

arge

to 4 AM

Tomato & Cheese

PIZZA
..

I
I
I

Special Pizza Ticket

2 p.m.-3 o.m.

4724 Menaul Blvd. N.E. Phone 255-0237

I

Get Your

Fri.·Sett.-Sun.

YAMAHA SALES

-

-I -

WELCOME UNM STUDENTS

-

A Special Bike
A Special Price
$595.00

.

(Continued from Page 17)
and Mississippi - in six days on a spectacular_ play drew attention to
2,500-mile trip by day-coach.
him and to Notre Dame. His
1902 - On New Year's Day, ability to express his ideas in a
Michigan swamped Stanford, humorous and forceful manner
49·0, in the first Tournament of merely added to his dynamic
Roses game in Pasadena. "Hurry personality, to make him the
Up" Yost, in his first year as leader of college football and the
coach, pioneered the victory.
idol of the youth of America."
1904 - UNM completed the
1924 - UNM's 100th football
first of five unbeaten seasons in its game. The Lobos defeated
history. The Lobos played only Western Colorado St~1te, 14-0.
one game in 1904, an 11·0
1924 - "Outlined against a
triumph over Menaul High School.
1905 -Michigan, featuring one blue-grey October sky, the Four
of football's immortals, Willie Horsemen rode again. In dramatic
Heston, who scored 9 3 lore they are known as Famine,
touchdowns in his four-year Pestilence, Destruction, and
career, had compiled an Death. These are only aliases.
astonishing record of 55 wins and Their real names are Stuldreher,
one tie going into the last game of Miller, Crowley, and Layden."
So wrote Grantland Rice as he
the 1905 season against Chicago.
saw
undefeated Notre Dame
They had amassed 2,281 points to
defeat
Army. It was the most
40. Chicago won, 2-0. They were
coached by Amos Alonzo Stagg, famous lead to a football story
the "Grand Old Man" of college ever composed. The Four
Horsemen became the most
footbalL
19 0 9 - Thirty-three deaths publicized, most celebrated
caused by football motivated the backfield in history.
1924 - On that same date in
rules committee to make sweeping
changes so the game would be less Champaign, Ill., Red Grange of
Illinois ran back Michigan's
hazardous to life and limb.
1912 - Restrictions on passing kickoff 95 yards for a touchdown.
were removed, a fourth down was Then, in rapid-fire order, he raced
56, and 44 yards to score, All
added to move the ball 10 yards, 67,
of this happened in the first 12
and the length of the field was
shortened from 110 to 100 yards. minutes. It was an electrifying
1 9 2 0 - The msot colorful feat.
1931- The Lobos played their
period in football was the 1920's
and the most colorful coach was fvit.rcsttorcyonfoerveenrceAgraJ. mzoen, aa s2t 0a.t6e
Knute Rockne, whose Notre
Dame teams had a tremendous (Flagstaff).
193 5 - UNM celebrates it
following during that decade.
Charley Bachman, former Notre
Dame player, is out with a new
book this year and he describes
the period graphically in this
19·10 -The Lobo football team
passage:
didn't set the world on fire with
"Knute Rockne took over at its 5·4 record but it did upset two
Notre Dame when the country bowl selection committees. New
.
d f
d A .
M ex1co
was honoring its World War I
e eate
r1zona
heroes and colleges and University 13-2, to knock the
universities were erecting football Wildcats out of a Sun Bowl bid
stadiums as war memorials, and a we!lk later defeated Texas
Football was ready to step in as Tech, 19 ·14. Tech was
America's national sport. Radio undefeated, once-tied, ranked
now joined the news media. 18th in the Assoicated Press poll
Football needed a leader who and was in line for a Sugar Bowl
could speak for it and defend it. bid. The loss giave the bid to
Knute Rockne became that man. TexasA&M.
"His winning teams and their
1953 - Coach Bud Wilkinson's

When Philadelphia defeated
Don Drysdale, 4·3, on September
17, 1964, it was the Los Angeles
Dodger hurler's seventh straight
loss to the Phillies. Earlier in his
career he had posted a 13-game
winning skein over the Pbils.

Get out in the fresh air
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BYU-SJS Agree
To Sports Break

Foster Leaves
TUCSON -Dale Foster, former
UNM assistant track coach, has
been named as. assistant athletic
director at the University of
Arizona,
The 36-year old Foster has been
an assistant track. coach under
Hugh Hackett for the past two
years while earning his doctorate
at UNM. He did his undergraduate
work at the Univeraity of Illinois,
receiving a B.S. degree in 1956
and his Master's degree in 1960.

Brigham Young University and
San Jose State have agreed to
cancel future athletic events
between the two schools
beginning in 1970.
Although the institutions are
scheduled far into the future with
each other in football games, all

Patronize Lobo Advertizers

HOLMAN'S

401 Wyoming NE-265-7982

featuring: Drafting Supplies, Drawing Instruments, Slide Rules,
Maps, l'e!=hnical & Scientific Books.
MENTION THIS AD FOR SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

contracts will be dissolved. The
agreement, however, will have no
effect on this year's game, Nov. 8,
atBYU,
Located south of San Francisco,
San Jose in recent years has begun
to protest the racism practiced at
BYU by the Mormon Church.
Last year, San Jose's black
football players boycotted the·
BYU game which the Spartans,
incidentally, won anyway, 25-21.
In recent months, BYU has
come under heavy fire for its
discrimination against the negro.
The unrest has been led by
students at different schools. ·

,, ~,:
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ABA Inks l-laywood
As DU Yells Foul

By CHARLES WOOD
Editor
. lobo Sports
'

Herbert Khaury an avowed regular at Ebetts field when
the Dodgers were in Brooklyn, still classifies as a top baseball
fan although he is more widely known today as a
,
scraggly-haired singer named :Tiny Tim. .
"When I'm on stage I often feel I'm behmd the plate, says
Tim with a sincere expression on his face. "And when I'm
running for a plane, I'm running for second base."
The National Baseball Congress has named this unlikely
candidate "Fan of the Year". He was awarded the honor last
August in a ceremony at Topeka, Kansas.
"So many fans know more about baseball than I do,"
bubbles Tim. "Maybe I'm ·in the lower tenth, but I'm
honored."
Tim, who sometimes lets his enthusiasm outdistance his
knowledge of the game, doesn't mind going against baseball
writers who chose Babe Ruth as the greatest player ever.
"I would," he says, "take one Ty Cobb over 11 Ruths."
Only Tim shall know why he picked the number 11.
"I really believe if a manager knows what he's doing, he
can get a ball club fighting and winning," confesses Tim, but
concedes:
"Let me manage one and we'll finish last."

Detroit University has filed a
protest with the NCAA on the
signing of Spencer Haywood by
Denver of the American
Basketball Association,
·
Haywood, a 6;9 All-American
who led the U.S. to the Olympic
basketball title, signed a long-term
contract with Denver at a
reported $250,000 last August.
The 20-year old black star, once
bound for UNM before defecting
to Detroit, had two years of
· collegiate eligibility remaining.
"We hope," said Bob Calihan,
Detroit athletic director, "that the
NCAA will take whatever steps
can be taken on our behalf and
for whatever can be done in
future situations that arise
between the universities and the
ABA."

•!

• • •

Ordinarily, professional
basketball teams in both the ABA
and the NBA are not allowed to
sign a college prospect before the
player's college class graduates. In.
the ABA's bylaws, however, there
is a clause which reads: "In cases
of extreme hardship, a player may
be signed before his class
graudates." Haywood claimed. he
was the sole support·· for his
mother and nine brothers and
sisters,

"I had no choice-," said
Haywood. "My overwhelming
family responsibilities forced me
to sign. I consulted with my high
school coach and legal guardian
before going to Denver to
negotiate. We set a price which we
both agreed on and we felt if

COUNTRY BARN
2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Cllicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

Denver would meet our terms it
would be okay to sign."
Haywood's high school coach
and legal guardian is a fellow
named Will Robinson. He has
been quoted as saying, "If I were
white, I would have been coaching
college basketball a long time
Eat in our large dining room or: take it home
ago." Robinson was, in fact, a
prime prospect for the.
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
head-coaching job at Detroit
University when the old' coach
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
vacated the position earlier this
year. When the time came for 'the
new coach to be hired, however,
Robinson was not chosen. "I hope
to become the greatest ballplayer
who ever played the game,"
Haywood
told newsmen.
"I also
hope to continue
my education
in ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===~~=;;;:;~==~~
the off-season and obtain a degree
in arts and sciences."

ONLY

59c

***

* **

Pro Basketa/1 War Likely

LeRoy Bearman, the venerable sports editor of the
Albuquerque Journal, likes to tell the story about a recent
episode in the UNM ticket office.
Reportedly true, the story concerns a season football ticket
reservation card that was returned to the ticket office.
The card was from a Lobo booster who for years has been
buying 10. But this time, his card noted that he did not wish
to renew his tickets this season and was marked "over."
On the back side of the card he wrote in effect that he
didn't plan to buy any more football tickets until the
university campus was cleaned up and the poem controversy
taken care of.
Well, according to Mr. Bearman, someone in the ticket
office called the booster and asked if tliis meant he also
wished to cancel his reservations for basketball season tickets,
which are in a somewhat greater demand than the grid
variety.
"Well uh, urmph," he reportedly stuttered. "I don't think
we should be so hasty about those. I'm sure everything will
be cleared up by the time basketball season rolls around."

Cotne On Over!

NEW MEXICO LOBO

'1,,

Bitter warfare similar to that of
the pro football feud four years
ago now appears imminent in the
world of professional basketball.
Johnny Dee, Notre Dame
basketball coach, has asked that
the College Basketball Coaches
Assn. bar ABA personnel from
collegiate games, locker rooms,
and practices because the new
I eague had signed Spencer
Haywood with two years of
eligibility remaining for the star.
There were rumors that The
Pittsburgh Pipers of the ABA

might fore£! Connie Hawkins, their
former star before he jumped
leagues to Phoenix, to remain on
the sidelines until his contract
legally expires at the end of the
month.
Rumors have also been
fluttering around that ABA
representatives have offered pro
contracts to undergraduate
basketball stars. Some players
have said tha officials who
identified themselves as ABA
people have spoken to them.

Other athletes have said they have
no idea where the scouts who
spoke to them are from.
Ray Mears, Tennessee
basketball coach, said he felt,
"that any coach college coach
with a big man on his squad
should be concerned right now
from what I hear. I understand
the pros are trying to get the top
college players by telling them
they can get a good bonus now
but would not get such a large ·
amount if the pro leagues merge."

NOW from
your STEREO
CENTER

• • •
Noting that Arizona University's football team opens its
schedule in a regionally televised game against Wyoming at
Laramie, the school's newspaper disclosed in headline form:
Gridders
Will Begin
Fall on TV

Serving You Since 1949
Just East of UNM
Near Girard and Central NE

The Arizona Journalist plucked the piece for its Two-faced
Heads Dept., observing, "A gloomy outlook?"

CASSETTES-

• • •
One for the road (stolen goods): At a Wyoming prison
there's a lifer who writes a sports column for the campus
newspaper. He calls it "Here Today, Here Tomorrow."

Portable Cassette RecordersStereo Cassette Rec'ordersPrerecorded & Stereo Cassette Tapes-

FEATURING-

SONY®
Besides the Pool You Get ALL Your Meals
Maid and Linen Service, Airconditioning,
Fair Contracts & Management, Color TV's
an:d Covered Pa~king
All For As Low As $465 per Semester

The College Inn
Walk On Over, Only Two Blocks From Campus
303 Ash NE

Superscope

•

I

__]

CAR CASSETTE PLAYER

Johnson Gym

SEE & HEAR

Presented by
Popular Entertainment Committee

I
i

I

. complete line of
stereo componentsphonograph records
and accessories

COOPERS features a complete selection of
these famous LEVI STA-PREST
slacks. in several
..
styles, in all the new fall shades. Stop ini look

l'

ADVANCE DISCOUNT
STUDENT TICKETS

'em over.

I

!

f
,,•.}
I

l
I

Produced by Equinox

Open Mon-Wed-Fri until 9 p.m.

30 II Monte Vista NE
255-1695 Near UNM

Phone 243-2881

louis Bourque, Manager

WINROCK CENTER
"
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!
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The Authorities
Pick The WAC
LOBO SCHEDULE

TEAM

STREET
&SMITH

Sept. 2Q-Army at West Point
Sept. 27-UTEP, here
Oct. 4-Kansas, here
Oct. 11-BYU at Provo
Oct. 18-Utah, here
Oct. 25-Arizona at Tucson
Nov. 1-San Jose St. at San Jose
Nov. 8-Arizona St., here
Nov. 15-Wyoming, here
Nov. 22-NMSU at Las Cruces

Wyoming
Arizona State
UT-E! Paso
Arizona
Utah
Brigham Young
Colorado State
NEW MEXICO

1 (8-0-2)
2(7-2-l)
5 (2-6-2)
4 ( 4-6)
3 (5-5)
6(3-6-1)
7 (1·9)
8(0-10)

PLAYBOY
3
1
2
5
4
7
6
8

(6-4)
(7-3)
(6-4)
(4-6)
(6·4)
(3-7)
( 4·6)
(1-9)

NCAA
GUIDE

KICKOFF

1
2
4
3
6
5
7
8

l
2
4
3
5
7
6
8

TV Grid Listing
ONCHANNEL7

DATE
Saturday, Sept. 13
Satl.trday, Sept. 20
Saturday, Sept, 27
Saturday, Oct. 4
Saturday, Oct. 11
Saturday, Oct, 18
Saturday, Oct. 25
Saturday, Nov. 1
Saturday, Nov, 8
Saturday, Nov. 15
Saturday, Nov. 22
Thursday, Nov. 27
Saturday, Nov, 29
Saturday, Dec. 6

. . . Air Force at SMU (Night)
. . . . . . Arizona at Wyoming
. . . . . Tex. A&M at Nebraska
. Mississippi at Alabama (Night)
. . . Texas-Oklahoma at Dallas
., . . . . . . California at UCLA
. New Mexico St. at West Texas
. . . . . . . LSU at Mississippi
. . . . . . . Stanford at w·ashington
Notre Dame at Georgia Tech (Night)
: . . . UCLA at Southern Cal (Night)
. . Texa1; Tech at Arkansas
.Army-NavY at Philadelphia
. . . . . Texas at Arkansas

Pros Cut Two Former Lobo Gridders

Two former UNM football
players have been cut by
professional football teams over
the summer,
Rene Matison a split end off
last year's team: was cut by the
Dallas Cowboys. A 9.4 sprinter,
Rene had only played one year of
college football.

The San Francisco 49ers have
also dropped Dave Hettema.
Hettema had graduated from
UNM four years ago. but has been
serving overseas With the New
Mexico Air Guard.

GAME

INOW!I
hatever you hear about
'Midnight Cowboy' is true!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: '7c per wora, 20 word mini·
mum ( 11.40) per time run. U ad Ia Ill
run five or more consecutive da)'B with
no changeo the rate lo reduced to de
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In
full prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Claoslfled Advertlalng
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

IN ERNEST LEHMAN'S PROO\JCnON OF

EDWARD ALBEE'S
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Dr
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-,. . IMPORTANT EXCEPTION!
• NO ONE UNDER 18 WILL
BE ADMITTED UNLESS
ACCOMPANIED BY HIS PARENT.

Se. pterrtberi=R I.D. Required
20& 21
50¢

.
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THEATRE
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UNM 'Purification Day' Set
SOC Plans Four Letter Word Bingo, Book Burning

J;RillAL a.,.!

'FO~MAL

WEi\R

SERVICES

J<'OR SALE

BASSET HOUND Puppies: For friendship, but of show or breeding quality.
298-8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
OLD HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS. utters & signaturos, including royalty and
politicians. CaU Joan Enders, 298-5074,
7305 Aztee NE. 9/10.
BICYCLES: 1 boy's 26" & 1 girl's 26".
Seldom used. Call 265-4785 after 5, 9/18.
1951 MG TD Classic. Yellow, good condi·
tion, $900. 247-3050. 9/18

SOC Plans Mike Collela, Student Organizing Committee (SOC)
member discusses plans for the 69·70 academic year.

Editors of Quarterly
Ask Special l-learing

Ph. 265-4675

DOORS OPEN 12 NOON DAILY

-ALSOBIG CO-HIT

I
WANT
MORE

'

I.
I

Wild SEXetaries

Swinging Stenos
Lustful EXecutives

The Student Organizing
Committee (SOC) has declared
Wednesday, Sept. 17 as
"Uni versi ty Purification Day."
The SOC has formed on
campus this semester to "provide
a vehicle through which those
students interested in building a
new society can coordinate their
efforts and energies," said a SOC
statement of intent.
The purification day will be
held on the mall, and will begin at
3 p.m. The day will feature rock
bands, four letter word bingo,
book buming, poetry reading, and
a censorship march.
The SOC met last Monday in
Yale Park to recruit members
from the incoming freshmen and
interested students. At the
meeting, students were urged to
bring their "favorite dirty book."
The statement of intent was
read at the meeting, and Mike
Colella, a graduate student, and
Bryan Gratton, an undergraduate,
told participants of the recent
controversies concerning the New
Mexico Quarterly, the legislative
investigating committee, and the
"Love Lust 'Poem."

Features today 1:35 • 3:10 • 5:15 - 7:30 • 9:55
Mon, thru Thur; fri.-Sat. Motinoo Adults 1.7$
Students 1.50, Frl,•Sat, Evcnln!J, Sunday Adult
1.00, Student 1.75. Lato Show Fri.-Sat.

LOST & FOUND

~

·INSINTILATINQ

1:40-4:16
. 6:52-9:38

• COLOR

Shows-12:10, 2:46,5:22, 7:58, 1 10:42
Fri. & Sot. late show 12:00 a.m.
Weds., Sept. 10 thru Tues., Sept. 16

STUDENTS ADMISSION
A;nple Free !larking in Rear

$L50 ANYTIME

Heady said one of the major
problems during the "Love Lust
Poem" controversy last spring was
"the lack of a small responsible
body that I could go to for
"
ad vice."
Heady also said he h11d asked
the UNM Regents to consider a
thorough re-evaluation of the
University's governance system.
He plans to make detailed
recommendat.ions on University
governance to the Regents at their
next meeting, he added.

IS OUA. BUSINESS

PERSONALS

3211 Central N.E.

"Needed Advice"

Monday, September 15, 1969

THE SHIRE.-A custom leather shop on
the Patio. NE corner of Edith &
Candalerla. 9/18

5)

the Aug. 5 meeting of the
Committee on the University,
asked that the advisory council be
comprised of seven faculty
members, seven students, four
administrators, and two alumni.
Heady will select the four
administrators to sit on l the
council.

MEXICO

STUDENT lD cards found. Nos. 585-364641, Mosler & 585·22-8017, Ramirez.
Claim at rm. 159, J'ournnlism Bldg.
FOUND: Men's glasses w/black framos, in
tree near Art Annex. Owner may clnlm
at Rrn. 159, Journalism Bldg.

3)

the constitutional convention," demanded that we fire someone
Heady said.
from the University, we would
have to comply with that demand,
Pursuant to Law
We would have no alternative,"
Heady said language that has Heady said.
been proposed for the new
Heady added, however, that
constitution by delegate James T,
the
members of the Education
Martin, a member of the
Committee
had "fortunately
convention's Educational
understood
the
stakes involved in
Committee, could significantly
clause"
and the proposal
such
a
alter the position of the boards of
had
not
received
much support
regents in their control of the
from
committee
members.
universities.
Favors Council
Heady said Martin had
proposed insertion of a "pursuant
In other comments during an
to law" clause into the statute hour-long interview Friday, Heady
that delegates the responsibility said he was in favor of a proposed
for the administration of the special advisory council to the
universities to the respective President. He has submitted a
boards of regents.
request to Associated Students
"The clause, if adopted, would President. Ron Curry, the
mean that the boards of regents chairman of F.P.C. committee,
would be subject to any laws and the president of the Alumni
passed by the state legislature," Association, for aid in selecting
Heady said.
· council members.
"If, for instance, the legislature
The proposal, introduced at

NEW

MRS. BAKER advertises. Why don't you 1

VIRGIN I ..
WUDDIF

.

University President Ferrel
Heady said Friday he would
postpone a response to W. B.
O'Donnell's report to the
legislative committee investigating
the state's universities pending
committee action on the report.
"A response to O'Donnell's
recommendations," Heady said,
"should await more information
about the conclusions or the
recommendations of the
inveE.tigating committ'ee in either a
report to the state legislature or
the universities."
O'Donnell's report was released
to the investigating committee
during its Sept. 5 meeting in Santa
Fe, The report includes reviews of
the administrative structures of
the state's universities and makes
twelve recommendations aimed at
strengthening and clarifying lines

of administrative authority at
UNM.
"Potential Support"
Heady said he felt there was a
"good chance" there would be a
split of opinion on the committee
when it prepares to issue
recommendations to the
legislature or to the boards of
regents of the universities.
"I think by overreacting to
O'Donnell's report- or to the
committee itself- too soon, we
could weaken potential support
for the University when
recommendations are made,"
Heady said,
Heady said under the present
state constitution there is ''not
much" the state legislature could
do to implement O'Donnell's
recommendations,
"One of the most important
things facing the University right
now is what could come out of

WHEREr J'onrnallam BuDding. Room
169, afternoone proferabl7 or mall

". WIIHD'S

RFA.ID

By WAYNE CIDDIO

SJ.LVIANO'S
RESTAURANT

Roy Sievers is tied for two
major league records in the b~e
stealing department. In 1956 With
the Washington Senators he failed
to steal a base in 152 games- and
also failed to make an attempt to
swipe a sack.
Burt Shotton of the Washington
Senators went through an
18-inning game once without a
chance in the outfield, May 15,
1918.

Heady Postpones Comment on Report

Vilgot Sjiiman's film Is not for everyone. It may, as Vin·
cent Canby of The Now York Times suggested, "deeply
disturb the emotionally right-wing moviegoer who has
grown up in the comforting tradilion of movie houses in
whose ceilings lillie stars twinkled and clouds did everything but rain." If you aro in favor of Franco's regime in
Spain, some soenes of the film may irritate you. If you
like your movies to come to you in a ne~t. tidy Hollywoo~
package, you may not take to the film s styliStic expen·
menlation so common !o Europe's important new film·
makers. But if you are interested fn what William Wolf of
Cue Magazine calls "a landmark likely to

shatter many of our last remaining movie convnntions."
I Am. Curious (Yellow} may be just for you The Evergreen
· f'ifm presented by Grove Press stars Lena Nymnn. A
Sandrews Production:
ADMISSION RESTRICTED TO ADULTS.

Matinee Every day 1:30
Mon.·Thur. 7:15 & 9:35
Fri., Sat., & Sun. 6:00, 8:20, & 10:40
JI:Jjo:llll. ::Panoh.o'e
a.JD. Q47.. -4,4l4

.1:1108 .::tentl'ai

the people," said Gratton Once a decision is reached,
Monday. Yale Park recently came however, all members must work
under fire from the legislature toward its realization. In order to
investigating committee for avoid duplication of efforts and to
casting a bad infl uencc on the keep unproductive meetings at a
University,
minimum, the SOC will be divided
Some of the other areas the into committees,"
SOC plans to work in include
The entire membership will
education and eommunications, meet every two weeks, said the
war research and recruiting, and statement, and at that time
women's liberation.
discussions will be held, and
The SOC plans to sponsor members will vote on the p~lj9y
tables in the Union, sponsor films proposals of the separate
and discussion groups, internal committees. Each committee will
education, and give news to the have a permanent chairman, said
the statment, and the at large
press and other organizations.
At Monday's meeting, the form meetings will have a rotating
of the SOC was outlined. chairmanship. The chairman will
According to the statement of appoint the next meeting's
intent, the groups will be chairman, who will also serve as
governed by democratic committee coordinator for the
centralism. "That is," said the interim two weeks.
The SOC will meet again on
statement, "the entire
membership may participate, in Thursday, Sept. 18 in the Union.
deciding and executing policies, A time has not yet been set.

No Control
The statement of intent said,
"We, the members of SOC,
recognize that the University is an
integral part of a system in which
effective power is so concentrated
that the vast majority of people
have no control over the
formulation of policies which
intimately effect their Jives, This
system is characterized by
institutional racism, an economy
increasingly d!!pendent on
weaJ?ons production and the
political and economic
domination of' smaller nations.
The university, as a microcosm of
the larger, national society, is also
racist, authoritarian, and
exploitative."
The statement said the SOC
plans to work with the United
Mexican·American Students
(UMAS), the Black Student Union
(BSU), the teaching assistants
supportive group, the Alianza,
(Brown) Berets, or ''any other
organization fighting racism."
The statement also said the
SOC is "seeking a system whe~e
technology is used to build rather
than destroy; where universities
are truly independent centers of
learning, opc'n equally to all
instead of vocational institutes to
train people to fill the technical
and bureaucratic slot in industry
and government; where people
can participate in and control the
government under which they live
and where racism and exploitation
are ended at home and abroad.

New Mexico Quarterly General Editor George Arms, and
Special Editor Gene Frumkin have requested a special hearing
before the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
concerning the recent UNM Board of Regents decision to
withhold distribution of the final copy of the Quarterly.
In a memo to Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
Chairman John Green, Arms and Frumkin said, "It is our
belief that this action constituted a serious curtailment of
academic freedom. Though we specifically asked for the
hearing as special editor and general editor of the issue in
question, our main concern is less for restrictions of academic
freedom and its effects on us personally than in its effects on
the entire academic community of the University."
The last issue of the Quarterly contained a poem by San
Frandsco Poet Michael McClure, which some members of the
Board of Regents felt was a continuation of the Lenore
Kandel "Love Lust" poem controversy last spring.
Green said he has placed the item on the agenda for the
first Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. meeting on
'fhursday, Sept. 18. "At that time, the committee will
endeavor to plan a course of action because of the fact that
individual faculty members are involved," said Green
Saturday.
Ron Curry, ASUNM president, said he hopes the faculty
Yale Patk
will be united behind any attempts made to re·release the
· Gratton said the SOC also
Quarterly. "I urge the Academic Freedom and Tenure
maim the controversy
plans
Committee, and Faculty Policy Committee to examine the OVt'!r to
Yale
Park part of its
issue again, 11 said Curry .
program. "The park belongs to

Books! Let's see now. 'l'hirteen books for English, 19 for history,
12 for sociology, twq for Spanish, and for P.E. ...

